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Before the onset of smart and digital communica-
tions, snail mail was the most popular tool of
communication. Many of us still remember the
postage stamps we used during that period.

Some people also collect stamps as a hobby. I started
my career in the information and broadcast industry in
Kuwait in 2000 with Radio Kuwait. Back then, the only
way to communicate with us was by calling the tele-
phone landlines at the information ministry or sending
mail through our mailbox. 

The mailbox was not the virtual drop box we use now
via the Internet - it was a literal box placed outside the
gate of establishments. The receptionists sorted letters
from the mailbox so that porters could deliver them to
their respective addresses. That was the way we worked
before the advent of digital communications. I still re-
member receiving 20 to 50 letters thrice a week related
to my broadcast program on Radio Kuwait’s Filipino
service. The sample letters are pictured to showcase the
stamps used at that time. 

during the summer vacation, and my younger brother Benny
saw an ad in a local newspaper calling for entries to design
Kuwait’s 8th Liberation Day anniversary stamp. He con-
vinced me that I should design something. This was during
the early days of Adobe Photoshop. The concept and inspi-
ration for my design were based on two particular landmarks
in Kuwait - the Kuwait parliament building (purple stamp)
and the Kuwait Grand Mosque (blue stamp). Both these il-
lustrations were hand-drawn. After I submitted my designs,
I got a call from my dad saying that the Kuwaiti government
had selected my design. This became my claim to fame.

KT: Why from so many iconic places in Kuwait did
you select these particular buildings? 

Denny: My initial postage stamp design was an illustra-
tion of the Kuwait Towers. But then I got a request to explore
other landmarks so that they could create different denom-
inations of the stamp. So I drew the Assembly building, the
Grand Mosque and the old Kuwaiti gates. I grew up around
these iconic landmarks, so it was only natural I chose them
as my design inspiration (this was before the telecommuni-
cation tower was completed).

KT: Tell us about the challenges you faced while
drawing? 

Denny: Back then I didn’t really consider myself an artist
- it was me experimenting with traditional drawing media,
and then bringing it to the computer and adding CGI ele-
ments to it.  Like I mentioned, this was during the early days
of Adobe Photoshop - there were no layer tools, and the

“glow filter” had to be done manually.

KT: How long did it take to make the designs? 
Denny: It took me three days to design them - I submitted

three design options.

KT: What did you gain by winning? 
Denny: An interview on KTV, reports published in the

newspaper and recognition from the Kuwaiti government.
Designing a postage stamp is like designing currency - there
is an archive of the collection. I even had stamp collectors
from all over the world come to see me, interview me, get
autographs and take pictures with me for designing the
stamp.

KT: How much prize money did you get? 
Denny: KD 250, but the fame and recognition was much

more. The news even spread to my extended family and
friends in Kerala (where I was born). A report was published
in Malayalam Manorama (an Indian newspaper). I was the
first Indian to design a Kuwaiti stamp.

KT: What year the stamp was released and how long
was it in circulation? 

Denny: The stamp was released in 1999 on Kuwait’s 8th
Liberation Day anniversary. 

Snail mail memories


